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_______________________________

every Jew has a Hebrew 
name. If you do not know 
what your Hebrew name 
is, now is the perfect 
time to find out! 

Your teacher will help 
you write your name in 
Hebrew on this line.

Jane Golub, Joel Lurie Grishaver 
based on original work by Rabbi Yosi Gordon

Illustrated by Christine Tripp, Photographs by J.H.M. Photography
Designed by Jane Golub

Draw or paste a picture of yourself here.
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  is called  (kammatz).
sounds like SHA

Meet the  (Shin)

Lesson 1

         

                                               

  is called  (patah)

   sounds like SHA

Your teacher will help you meet these  words. learning to 
say these words now will help you to read them later. You 
will add letters and vowels 
week by week.
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When an Israeli teacher wants you to be 
quiet, she will say .


sounds like

SHA

                          .8

                          .9

            .1

            .2

            .3

Hebrew 
reads 

from right 
to left. 

The arrow 
will point 
the way.

Cross out the word in each line that doesn’t mean “be quiet.”

    .4

    .5

    .6

    .7

Can you sound these out?

 = 

Practice being an Israeli teacher.
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          .4

            .5

          .6

          .7

Can you sound out these "words"?

              .1

                  .2

                .3

Practice these  combinations.

 =  =  = 

To learn how to write a , turn to  
page 4 of the Classroom Workbook.
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 sounds like BA.

Meet the  (Bet)

Lesson 2




Your teacher will 
help you meet these 
 words.
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Now read and read again.

                          .1

                .2

                   .3

             .4

           .5

           .6

             .7

             .8

           .9

         .10

 
sounds like 

BA.

To learn how to write a , turn to 
page 5 of the Classroom Workbook.
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There is no shabbat like shabbat in Jerusalem.

  

In ancient times King David made 
Jerusalem the capital of Israel. 
Jerusalem is still the capital of 
the modern State of Israel. King 
Solomon built the Holy Temple on a 
hill in Jerusalem. Jerusalem is still a 
holy place for Jews, Christians, and 
Moslems.

Sultan-Caliph Suleyman “the 
Magnificent” built a wall around 
Jerusalem between 1520 and 1566. 
Today, the part of the city that 
is inside these walls is called Ir 
ha-Attika, “The Old City.”

Inside the Old City you will find the 
Kotel ha-Ma’aravi, “The Western 
Wall.” This is the last standing part 
of the ancient Temple. In the Old City 
is the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, 
the place where Christians believe 
that Jesus was buried and came 
back to life. Also in the Old City is 
Haram esh-Sharif, “The Dome of the 
Rock,” where Moslems believe that 
Muhammed went up to heaven. 

The Old City of Jerusalem is filled 
with history and holiness.



Jerusalem
The Old City
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There is no shabbat like shabbat in Jerusalem.

In ancient times King David made 
Jerusalem the capital of Israel. 
Jerusalem is still the capital of 
the modern State of Israel. King 
Solomon built the Holy Temple on a 
hill in Jerusalem. Jerusalem is still a 
holy place for Jews, Christians, and 
Moslems.

Sultan-Caliph Suleyman “the 
Magnificent” built a wall around 
Jerusalem between 1520 and 1566. 
Today, the part of the city that 
is inside these walls is called Ir 
ha-Attika, “The Old City.”

Inside the Old City you will find the 
Kotel ha-Ma’aravi, “The Western 
Wall.” This is the last standing part 
of the ancient Temple. In the Old City 
is the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, 
the place where Christians believe 
that Jesus was buried and came 
back to life. Also in the Old City is 
Haram esh-Sharif, “The Dome of the 
Rock,” where Moslems believe that 
Muhammed went up to heaven. 

The Old City of Jerusalem is filled 
with history and holiness.

sounds like TA

Meet the  (Tav)

Lesson 3

         

                                               


Your teacher will help you 
meet these  words.
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              .1

              .2

              .3

                .4

              .5

 = 

Circle the words that say Shabbat.

    .6

    .7

    .8

    .9



Now 
you 
can 

read…

Practice these sounds with .

To learn how to write a , turn to 
page 7 of the Classroom Workbook.
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              .1

              .2

              .3

                .4

              .5

Make your way up the Kotel by reading these words and sounds.











 















  





 



The First Temple was built by 
King Solomon. Jews who returned 
from the Babylonian exile built 
the Second Temple. King Herod 
rebuilt that Temple and made it 
huge. The Kotel, “The Wall,” was a 
retaining wall of Herod’s Temple. 
It held back the dirt so that a huge 
building could be built above. 
Today it is a very holy place for 
Jews who come there to pray. One 
way of praying is to write a hope 
on a slip of paper and place it in 
cracks in the wall.

The Kotel
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 is called  (holam).

 sounds like LO

Meet the                   (Lamed)

Lesson 4

Your teacher will 
help you meet 
these  words.
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              .1

              .2

              .3

              .4

              .5

              .6

                .7

                .8


Sound off! 

sounds  
like LA

    
   

To learn how to write a , turn to  
page 10 of the Classroom Workbook.
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               .1

               .2

            .3

             .4

These men are walking 
through the Jewish Quarter. It 
was once a place filled with 
synagogues and houses of 
study. When the Jordanians 
ruled the city, much of the 
Jewish Quarter was destroyed. 
Since Israel took the Old City 
in 1967 most of the synagogues 
have been rebuilt. The Jewish 
Quarter is again a place of 
Jewish life and Torah learning.

Practice these sounds and words.

14
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            .1

              .2

              .3

              .4

              .5

          .6

                  .7

Practice these words and sounds.

The Old City of Jerusalem is 
divided into four quarters. If 
you come in through the Jaffa 
Gate, you are in the Armenian 
Quarter. Next you will come 
to the Jewish Quarter, which 
includes the Kotel ha-Ma’aravi, 
“The Western Wall.” If you keep 
going you will find yourself in the 
Muslim Quarter, which is the 
largest quarter. Finally, you will 
come to the Christian Quarter, 
which is filled with many churches 
that tell the story of the death of 
Jesus.

The Four Quarters of Jerusalem
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      .5

      .6

      .7

      .8

      .9

+

 =  = 

Cross out all the sounds that don’t match the first one.

Now read this!

This would be a perfect time to take out the posters 
and review all the words you’ve learned.

            .1

            .2

            .3

          .4
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